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The address of God to man or through man takes place, like everything in creation, according to 
irrevocable spiritual laws. The different emphases and perspectives in the revelations result from the 
divine basic aspects of order, will, wisdom, seriousness, patience, love and mercy, according to the 
spiritual mentality of the one who receives the word of revelation. In and above all, however, love acts 
as the bearer of all revelations, without which a true word of God is not possible.

Divine Revelation

What do you believe, My sons and daughters: What is the greatest danger for mankind? 
Take a moment for your answer.  Otherwise it will come too quickly from your head 
knowledge and may be dictated by your fears.  Take into account that the spiritual is above
all material, so that in the spiritual also the cause for everything is to be sought that is 
expressed in the visible.

*

Wars, disease, personal suffering, disasters, economic decline and more will be the first 
threats that most of you will think of. But they are only the consequences, not the causes.

Do you agree with Me that the greatest danger comes from ignorance, which has prevailed
worldwide since time immemorial? Ignorance is the source of many - almost all - evils.  It 
does not let you see what situation you have been put in.  It does not even let you suspect 
that you are in a bitter spiritual battle.  In your ignorance you are comparable to blind and 
deaf pieces that are pushed back and forth on a chessboard without having the slightest 
idea what is happening to them.  But the worst part is:  Even if you fragmentarily 
recognize how you are influenced, manipulated and bound, you lack the knowledge 
of how to free yourself from satanic fetters and walk your path more easily and 
largely unharmed. This concerns above all the time that lies ahead of you not too far
in the future.

When you follow Me and recognize ignorance as the greatest danger then you also have 
to agree with the conclusion that knowledge presents the best chance to look forward and 
go full of trust with the feeling of security at My hand.  With one proviso: that this 
knowledge is put into practice!  Then it becomes wisdom in practice.



I will again and again remind you, so that it falls deep into you, that you are in the middle of
an conflict, which has the aim to weaken you mentally and physically and therefore to 
hinder you from your inner development.  This conflict is approaching its preliminary 
climax.  The light side and the dark side are in the process of positioning themselves, so to
speak, of putting their "fighters in position", now that the long-running preparations have 
largely been completed.

Not to know these things, perhaps even to deny the reality of darkness and its action, is 
not only very convenient for My and your opponents; it was a necessary condition for 
chaos, uncertainties and fears to arise at all to the existing extent.  These powers put their 
lies and perversions against My commandment of love - which, paired with false 
teachings, are an apparently easier way to get into heaven.  Whatever the person may 
imagine about it.

When I taught people two thousand years ago as Jesus of Nazareth, I used simple 
language.  I used pictures and parables to reach the people, because hardly anybody 
would have understood Me if I had explained spiritual laws and connections to them as I 
do today.  And still it was difficult for many to believe My words despite all miracles which I 
worked for the sake of the people.  But to be able to recognize My love and to implement 
My teaching, a readiness had to be present in their hearts.  When this willingness was 
missing, when faith in the correctness of My words was missing, then the people were just 
listeners and went away again without having recognized the truth and without Me being 
able to make a difference in them.  This has not changed until today.

My word from your Scriptures, which you know as the so-called Beatitudes, is still relevant.
I said, "Blessed are the poor in spirit, for theirs is the kingdom of heaven," and by this I 
meant a childlike trust that does not pluck up and examine My teaching with the intellect.  
The intellect is often hindering you; the heart opens up My truth to you.

Whether you, My child, believe this or that, or follow this or that teaching or ideology, is 
very often connected with your ideas and wishes; that is, with what you expect of it; that is,
whether it - consciously or unconsciously - serves your interests.  This may cause 
contradiction in you, but as long as you are able to make reasonably independent 
decisions, you will always choose what you consider to be beneficial to yourself.  This may
be, for example, the longing of your soul which makes you go on a  search; or the desire to
become more intimate with Me; or you do not give up a habit, often long cherished, 
because it has become dear to you; or you follow a path which seems easier to you so as 
not to be confronted with inconveniences and fears, and much more.

In addition, there is often a lack of a deeper understanding of My words. To give you an 
example:



Even then, when you do not question My truths and even "hunger" for My teachings, you 
often do not know how it should happen that you are protected when you take My hand 
and do not let go no matter what comes.  It is "only" a pictorial idea, but it can become 
more and more important for you.  "Security in God" is for many a promise that raises 
hopes; but how can it happen - quite practically - that the not always easy situations of 
your life should suddenly be easier to deal with just because you give Me your 'yes'?  Or 
that I go with you through the storms and save you from worse?  The image of the 
navigator you ask on board your life-ship can give you an idea of what is meant: The 
navigator knows the way, the inexperienced skipper does not.

So that it does not come to disappointments on your part, I tell you beforehand: It is not 
enough to ask the "dear God" to help here and there or to intervene so that this or that 
may not happen or in the sense of the person asking.  This thinking and doing, which has 
its roots in the aforementioned ignorance, moves - metaphorically speaking - only a few 
waves on the surface, but does not reach the necessary depth.  Such behaviour is 
appropriate for an infant who is not yet able to decide and act independently.

But you are not little children, but My mighty, magnificent and radiant sons and daughters.  
You therefore have a divine potential in you which is capable of much more than you 
imagine.  You can have a much greater positive influence on many things than you think, 
for you have creative qualities within you.  This also includes the ability to change your 
own behaviour in the sense of My love-commandment when you make use of the power 
that lies in you, which is Me in you.

*

The one who wants to go through his life in the deep certainty that I protect him, basically 
needs to do nothing else but to observe and keep My commandment of love for God and 
neighbor, which in its short form is: love - and nothing else.  "It is that simple?" I hear them 
ask hopefully.  And others say, "It's not that simple."  So who is right?

The principle on which My creation is built, which enlivens it and works in everything for all 
eternity, is selfless and unconditional love.  The one who lives with - and therefore in this 
principle, lives with and in Me.  Then what is to happen to him since there is nothing more 
powerful than My love power?  My Law is indeed that uncomplicated and easy for 
everyone to understand.

The problem is that in an earthly incarnation you enter a world to which this principle also 
applies, but in which every effort is made to make the opposite palatable to you by 
strengthening your ego with its many facets.  In addition, you already bring along 
emotional burdens, which one are not seen in the newborn child, but which sooner or later 
have an effect on the person from within, from his soul.



Throughout your life you will be confronted with circumstances that challenge you to 
decide for or against love.  You do not notice most situations because many things have 
become a habit for you, so you react automatically, whether it is wrong or right.  In most 
cases, no conscious decision is made in this way.

The other statement, "But that is not so easy," says that many obstacles are put in your 
way, which you usually do not notice and therefore allow.  This is to ensure that you a) do 
not recognize the principle in the first place, or b) if you have recognized it and want to 
implement it, this work seems difficult or even impossible.  And yet the power to strive for a
positive change in your being is within you.  It is your ability to love, your divine heritage, 
that I have put in you.  It is buried, and thus man resembles a well whose spring wants to 
gush, but which must first be cleared of all the rubbish that has accumulated over the 
course of a long time and prevents the spring from coming out.

I want to lead you a little deeper into the secrets of My creation, for you to recognize 
connections and draw the necessary conclusions for yourselves from it.  Most of you now 
know that matter is nothing more than energy that was formed as a result of the Angel's 
fall.  The origin of all existence is energy, matter is the condensed form thereof.
The law of attraction has assumed the task to promote a manifold togetherness, a mutual 
completion and a lasting growth in My creation.  To the simple denominator: "Like attracts 
like".  The law of repulsion only came into effect through the Fall; in the pure spiritual 
realms there is no repulsion because there is nothing contrary.  Both attraction and 
repulsion always first take place on an energetic level and only then become visible, often 
almost simultaneously, externally.

Every creature - including you - constantly radiates a  unique frequency, a vibration that is 
an expression of its soul, which in many cases is also expressed in the nature of a person.
As many-faceted as the soul of man is at every stage of its development, so many-faceted 
are its vibrations, depending on the proportion and nature of its good and less good 
qualities.  So the inner man expresses himself through his outer behaviour, and who is 
somewhat practised - and courageous enough to look at himself honestly, I say with a 
smile - he can recognize by his behaviour what moves him from inside to think and act one
way or another.  Such a one knows what is going on inside and can bring about a change 
if he wants.

Most of the invisible beings who constantly strive for you, for better or worse, have the 
ability to recognize your state of mind.  Even the beings of the Fall, who depend on getting 
energy from people, know the law of attraction very well.  They work with it very 
specifically, and they do it so cleverly that you usually don't notice that you have fallen into 
one of their traps.  Unless, of course, you have the desire to recognize yourself and are 
alert enough to react in time.



How do they operate?  They make you offers that are tailored for you, of course without 
drawing your attention to them. That means, for example: They bring an idea or a person 
or a situation into your environment and thus into your consciousness, which has the same
or similar vibration as a burden still existing in your soul.  The person "jumps" at it, perhaps
even without wanting to or without being able to control it.  In this case, the law of 
attraction has something to come to you and let you react accordingly, because the same 
or similar soul-energetic conditions were present in you.  You have, often without knowing 
it or wanting to, metaphorically expressed, offered them your hand and have been guided 
and often seduced by them.  All this was energetically prepared in the invisible and then 
manifested in the visible.

In the same way, but without the involvement of personalized dark forces, contact or 
communication takes place with energy-fields that exist everywhere in the cosmos in 
countless forms and with all the negative qualities that humanity has ever produced.

My sons and daughters, recognize by this example how great the danger is to be pushed 
and pulled in a direction in which the soul in the bottom of its being does not want to go.  
So it is no coincidence whether a person encounters this or that in his life, whether he 
encounters unpleasant or threatening situations or not, whether he indulges in vice or 
seeks like-minded people, whether he meets people who ultimately harm him, whether he 
can be led astray ideologically or not, or, or, or …  There have always been some aspects 
of his soul that he either did not yet know, that he did not want to know about, or that he 
consciously lived.  Only this fact made it possible for the law of attraction to apply to him in 
order to bind and gag him even more tightly and prevent him from spiritual development, 
so that he might possibly become even more deeply entangled in the law of cause and 
effect.

*

In the center of the way which leads back to My heart, is the Inner Work. It serves the 
purpose of gradually bringing about a change in your being through a different, less 
egoistic, in its core neighbour-loving behaviour.  In many revelations I have illuminated the 
Inner Work from all sides and also made you aware of the difficulties you will encounter 
when you begin to integrate this work into your daily life.  Because the opposing side does 
not simply watch when a man sets out to fulfill My love-commandment.  But be assured: 
My methods to lead and protect a child - and to carry it if necessary - are much more 
varied and powerful than all the disturbing attempts of darkness.

So the Inner Work will become more and more important in the coming time, but not 
because of the "work" as such, but because of the positive effects that it brings about in 
your soul.  Whoever begins to question his behavior even more seriously than before and 
to change traits of his character - that is, to ennoble those which he has recognized as not 
fitting for a child of God, at the same time changes the vibration of his soul and also the 
radiation of his human being.



That means that what he transforms with My help, gradually loses its negative radiance 
because it becomes brighter, lighter and more and more light until it is finally dissolved and
no longer burdens him.  His energy-level then increased.  The law of attraction still works 
for him, but he now attracts other things - other people, inspiration, life circumstances and 
much more - because his "framework", which also determines his future, has changed.

With that he then also gave his angels and all who helpfully accompany him spiritually, the 
possibility to let positive things come to him, which before could not reach him to the same 
extent because of his soul condition.  This also includes the many Divine impulses to 
which man becomes more receptive the more he turns to love.

The equation is quite simple:

Decision for Me, Love = inner work with My support = change as a result of honest effort = 
fewer mental weak areas, that means at the same time more soul-strength = the 
possibilities of influence of the opposite side decrease = guidance by Me becomes more 
important = your safety and your protection are in My hands.

You can, if you want, work with the inverse of this equation.  You'll find the answers on 
your own.  Only this much: Only in Me is true security!  When in your life the hoped-for 
protection is not or will not be felt, and you still lack the longed-for trust and safety which 
you wish for, the question can help you further whether and to what extent you have been 
ready or are even ready to give more weight to My commandments.

I stand before you with arms stretched out in love.  I will never reject a child, but give him 
help upon help.  My love and mercy know ways that you cannot even imagine.  But I must 
wait for the 'yes' of My child - for your 'yes'.

You might rightfully ask: "Why does it have to be so complicated?  Can you, dear Father, 
not simply intervene also in my life and straighten out many things that I have been 
wishing for for a long time anyway?

"It's not complicated, My child," I'd tell you.  "That which appears to you as a hurdle and 
seems to make things more difficult, is something you like to take advantage of when your 
interests are at stake: it is your free will, My gift to you, which I will never touch, but which 
challenges you to make your decisions at your own responsibility".

In the struggle between light and darkness, darkness seems to have the advantage of 
being able to manipulate, seduce and attack you at any time without your consent.  I and 
My many helpers at your side on the other hand have to wait until you decide to side with 
Love.  Also I continuously make you offers - among other things with this revelation-word - 
because I wish to have you soon again with Me.



The advantage of the opposing forces then turns out to be a disadvantage for them when 
man decides against all the negative influences because he has become a knowing 
person, has seen through the game and begins to love - and to do nothing else.  Then it 
becomes strong and stronger and thus becomes a light that shines ever deeper into the 
darkness.  But - and with that I come back to the "dear God" at the beginning of My word 
and the often to be found superficiality in the relationship between My children and Me - a 
decision for Me, which is to change something permanently in your life, cannot be made 
with few words and also not in one go.

A fundamental decision, made consciously or unconsciously, can and will in many cases 
form the basis for a life according to My Divine laws.  But, My beloved, do not delude 
yourself.  The adversary will indeed take note of such a step, but it will be all the more an 
incentive for him to tempt exactly those to a standstill in their spiritual development or even
to bring them down who have made their way back to Me.  The others interest him less; 
with them there is little danger of losing them as his energy suppliers.

In this respect your 'Yes' to Me is comparable with the 'Yes' that is spoken at the registry 
office or at the marriage altar.  It is, even if it is meant seriously at the moment, basically 
nothing more than a declaration of intent.  Whether it will withstand the storms of everyday 
life remains to be seen.  It is quite similar with a 'yes', which you give to Me and yourselves
when you decide to want to do many things differently in the future, that is to say, to do 
them with Me.

I tell you: Heaven rejoices over every 'yes', and all levers are set in motion so that a 'yes' 
can come out of it, which lasts in the long run, even when it is tried again and again by 
negative forces to cause you to stumble.  The other side also knows about your decision, 
and they will do everything to dissuade you from your way again.  For this it makes use of 
the weaknesses, which are still present in your soul, and which therefore still radiate into 
your person.  Through the attraction you are confronted with everything that you "actually" 
want to leave behind.  The offers are tempting and are presented in a refined way, invisible
to you.  Are you prepared?

Whoever is serious about changing his person on the way to Me, he will have to ask 
himself again and again whether he really wants to keep up this or that behaviour in a 
certain situation.  Whether he should not rather pause for a moment, think and then 
decide.  Whether he should give in to an urge or fight it with My help.  Whether he should 
really pursue a thought that flew at him out of nowhere, or whether he should counter it 
with a clear and immediate "stop".  You will find many more examples yourself if you want 
to explore.

Then, in those moments, the real inner work begins.  Then your 'Yes' is demanded, your 
request for help, which I will never deny you!  You will, if this has not already happened, 
notice again and again that a 'Yes' for something is always connected with a 'No' against 
something.  Because many do not know this and therefore start from false assumptions, 
they often reap meagre success in their inner work.



Who wants to change or build something up with Me, is often confronted with the question 
whether he really wants to leave his old behavior.  Of course he does not want to live with 
the anger, the worries, the insecurity, the doubts and much more in the future.  But he did 
get his benefit from it, albeit a dubious one, such as the feeling of superiority and the 
enforcement of self-will when it came to power-games.

Do you, My son, My daughter, when you set out on your way with Me or want to walk it 
more intensively than before, do you want to renounce this benefit in the future?  Out of 
love for Me?  Or just to avoid possible inconvenience or hardship? Which would be the 
worst possible motivation with little chance of success.  Test yourself, and when a clear 
'Yes' is your answer, I, while you strive for a new behaviour, radiate into your soul and 
gradually change your shadows into light; for I Am the Only One who has access to your 
soul.  All this happens invisibly in an energetic dimension.  But you will soon notice how a 
previously unknown freedom becomes your own.

*

From all this, the knowledge can easily be gained in which way I know to lead and protect 
those who are Mine.  It is man himself who, through his thinking, speaking and acting, 
creates in himself the prerequisites for it, whether he can grasp and hold My hand, or 
whether the law of sowing and reaping determines his life to a greater or lesser extent.  
When he has begun to live with Me, then his soul-vibration has changed.  It increases to 
the extent that man does not allow himself to be distracted and frightened and he remains 
at My side; which means that he remains loyal to Me and his fixed resolutions, which he 
has to renew again and again when necessary.  And that not because of Me but to make 
himself aware that he is in a fight and therefore is exposed to a great risk when he is not 
vigilant and gets up again as quickly as possible once he has fallen.

Everything is energy, and everything is prepared on an invisible, energetic level and only 
then is it expressed and effective on the outside.  Because this knowledge is missing, the 
darkness has it so easy.  That is why ignorance is the greatest danger for My children who 
do not know what happens around them and how they can effectively defend themselves 
against it.

Go with My words into your inner being and see how My Love is able to take everyone 
under its wing as a hen does with her chicks.  Whoever is ready for it, will experience how 
I direct his ways: in that many things do not come into effect at all or only in weakened 
form.  That what you used to regard as coincidence then becomes clearly recognizable for 
you as an intervention on My part, with which I protect you from something or help you or 
also give you external help at the right moment or open doors for you, which were closed 
before, or pave ways for you, which before did not seem to be passable for you.

Everything is possible for Me, and in the coming time you need My help more than ever.



My love flows as My energy, as My blessing, to all My children.  Open your hearts.  Then it 
will not be difficult for you to recognize the truth in My words, which is also the solution to 
all your problems.

Amen.
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